American Eagle Outfitters
Overnight Merchandiser Associate
(517) 552-3033
Part Time
Position Summary:
An Overnight Merchandising Associate assists in the implementation of floorset merchandise
presentations during non business hours. They are responsible for the processing and placement
of merchandise, the execution of visual displays and windows, as well post-floorset organization
of stockroom hardware, prop and marketing areas.
Responsibilities:
* Execute assigned visual displays during floorsets as directed in company visual documents
including:
* Dressing bustforms
* Building window displays
* Merchandising fixtures & walls
* Building upper displays
* Maximize merchandise presentations by applying AEO visual standards to ensure:
* Merchant defined model quantities are presented
* Sizing integrity, availability of sizes and size stickering
* Uniform folding and hanging standards
* Styling & detailing execution, tucking of tags
* Proper lighting is maintained in the store
* Ensure all merchandise is signed correctly
* Identify potential merchandising opportunities and provide creative solutions
* Engage in, maintain and support safety standards
* Aware of and follows Loss Prevention policies and advises management of any unusual internal
or external activity
* Recreate the merchandise presentation as shown in the Floorset document
Requirements:
* Flexibility to work overnight shifts as required to complete assigned floorset tasks
* Generally available 8pm-7am, including weekends
* Ability to lift cartons weighing up to 25lbs.
* Ability to stand for long periods of time, bend, stretch, engage in repetitive motions, push, pull
and carry visual props and merchandise
* Ability to use and stand on ladders
Qualifications:
* Must be 18 years of age or older
* Minimum high school education or equivalent
* Minimum experience of six (6) months previous merchandising position is preferred but not
required
* Proven track record of detailed execution of floorsets and/or display changes

* Ability to communicate effectively with store team
* Demonstrates a clear understanding of AEO's visual and Brand Standards
* Takes direction well and works under minimal supervision
* Self-motivated, self-directed individual
* Proven ability to work in a fast-paced and deadline-oriented environment
* Able to work, independently while still working within a team environment
* Organized, has an eye for detail, and works with a sense of urgency

